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Time Three Hours]

two parts from each question. All
questions carry equal marks.

Answer any

Unit-I

(a) What do you understand by Computer

Note

1.

System ? Discuss its characteristics.

(b) Describe mainframe, mini, micro and
super computers.

(Turn Over)

(c) What are personal computers ? Discuss
components of PC's.
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(3)

(2)
(b) Compare LAN,

Unit-Il
2.

(a)

(c)

What is RAM? Compare static

RAM

and dynamic RAM.

(6) Explain
(c)

the working system of Hard disk

MAN and WAN.

Write short notes

on

the

following:

()www
(i) Internet

of computer.

(ii) Email

Discuss SIMM and DIMM.

(iv) NIC

Unit-I1I
3.

(a)

Discuss open

(6)

Define

softwares in detail.

source

operating system. Write

uses

and

functions of operating system.

(c)

Differentiate among

DOS, Windows and

Linux.

Unit-IV
4.

(a) Explain

the terms

data, information and

knowledge.
(6) Discuss various types of programming

languages.
(c) Describe program development steps.
Unit-V
5.

(a) What is communication process ?

Discuss

communication types.
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(Continued)
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Programming in 'C"
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[Maximum Marks

Note Answer any two parts from each
questions carry equal marks.

100

question. All

Unit-I
1.

(a) Classify

(b)

and describe identifiers in C.

What do you understand

by precedence

of operators? Explain it.

C program to take the radius of
circle as input and calculate the area of

(c)Write
a

a

the circle, where area= tr (t =3.14).
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(Turn Over)

(3)

(2)

Unit-V

Unit-II
2.

(a)

(6) Write

short notes

() Entry
(i)
(c)

5.

Enumerate conditional statements.
on

the following:

and exit control loops

Break and continue statements

enter any
find that
and
number through keyboard
not.
the given number is prime or

Write

a

C

programme

to

Unit-IlI

3.
3.

(a)

How

a one

(a)

What is a Union? How is it declared
and initialized ? Explain with example.

(b)

Write a C program to enter item number,
item name and price for three items. Print
item numbers, name of the items and
their prices along with total amount using
structure.

(c)Write short

notes on

the

following

()

Structure within structure

(i)

Use of

user

defined data type

dimensional array is declared

and initialized? Write a progrm to sort
array elements of 10 integerTs.

(6) By describing

the function

classify

and

inside

the

explain them.

(c)

How

arrays

are

accessed

functions ? Answer using example.
Unit-IV

4.

(a) Enumerate void pointer and its usage

with an example.

(6) What. are the advantages of pointer on
array? Write a C proram to count the
number of vowels to string using pointer.
(c) Write a C program to print the given

matrix into the transpose order.
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Office Automation and Tally
Time: Three Hours]

[MaximumMarks: 100

Note: Answer any two parts from each question. All
questions carry equal marks.
Unit-I
1.

a) Discuss common ways of establishing

relationship between user and Windows

desktop.
(6) Explain the usage of Windows accessories
components with example.
(c) Write short notes on the following :

() Dialup Networking
(ii) Phone dialer
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(Turn Over)

(3)

(2)

Unit-V

Unit-II
2.

(a) Briefly explain
in the format

(6)

different
menu

options

available

chart methods available

various
Explain
in MS Excel with

(c) Explain

5.

() What

is book keeping?

examples.

LOOKUP and REFERENCE in

MS Excel.

text

(a) Explain formatting

Accounting.
Groups.
vault is used? Explain how
data security and backing up data.

Why Tally

in PowerPoint

presentation with example.

(6)

What is
create

a

and

memory variable ? How to

using

memory variables

in

FoxPro?

(c)

How access and retrieve of records in
FoxPro database?

Unit-IV
4.

(a) What is Query? What are the different
options in creating a query in Access ?

Explain with example.
you import data from another
access Database ?

6) How do

(c) Explain how you can
relationship
between the

build a
different

databases in Access.
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the

(6) Discuss alteration and deletion of ledger/

Unit-IIl
3.

State

difference between Book keeping and

of MS Word.

(Continued)
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